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I am the heart of a lion 
So you know exactly what I am 
I am like a lion in ... 
The same streets wanna get to you .. 
But no matter what they say it's where I was raised 
When lions get locked of and .. 
When I am .. someone gets ... 
When young come to fast and get raped 
I am the heart of a lion 
It's making me stay 
Feel as we were trapped in a cage 
And if I open we will get saved 
From this life we cannot escape 
All my people for ... 
Please make a stand and start moving your hand 
I don't care if you are Spanish white African or from ... 
Rock city .. we're gonna drop ... 
We won't stop until we don't get it done 
..it is so .. to stop in a stop us no 
Well let's get back to the issue 
..and you can't find no one to help you 
We can't get a job without self-esteem drop 
..the full time job is .. selling crack 

I am the heart of a lion 
It's making me stay 
Feel as we were trapped in a cage 
And if I open we will get saved 
From this life we cannot escape 
All my people for ... 
Please make a stand and start moving your hand 

I don't care if you are Spanish white African or from ... 
Rock city .. we're gonna drop ... 
We won't stop until we don't get it done 
..it is so .. to stop in a stop us 

I am the heart of a lion 
So you know exactly what I am 
I am like a lion in ... 
The same streets wanna get to you .. 
But no matter what they say it's where I was raised 
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When lions get locked of and .. 
When I am .. someone gets ... 
When young come to fast and get raped 
I am the heart of a lion 
It's making me stay 
Feel as we were trapped in a cage 
And if I open we will get saved 
From this life we cannot escape 
All my people for ... 
Please make a stand and start moving your hand 
I don't care if you are Spanish white African or from ... 
Rock city .. we're gonna drop ... 
We won't stop until we don't get it done 
..it is so .. to stop in a stop us no 
Well let's get back to the issue 
..and you can't find no one to help you 
We can't get a job without self-esteem drop 
..the full time job is .. selling crack
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